OUR RATE-CARD FOR 2023:

A-STAGE (SOUNDPROOFED WITH WHITE CYC)
DAILY RATES – 10HRS COMMENCING AT CALL TIME (EG.08.00-18.00)
WEEKDAY RATE: £1750
WEEKEND RATES: ADD £400 PER DAY
STUDIO OVERTIME: £175 PER HOUR AFTER 10HRS / £250 AFTER MIDNIGHT
STAGE MANAGER: £40 PER HOUR OUTSIDE 08.00-18.00 / £80 PH MIDNIGHT-7AM, SUNDAYS, HOLIDAYS
STAGE – 48’ X 48’ (14.5M X 14.5M) • UNDERSIDE OF GRID AT 13’6” (4.1M) • SOUNDPROOFED
CYCLORAMA – WHITE • U-SHAPED • COVED TOP AND BOTTOM
PRODUCTION OFFICE – DESK • SOFA • WI-FI
WARDROBE ROOM – FULL LENGTH MIRROR • CLOTHES RAIL • IRON & IRONING BOARD
MAKE UP ROOM – 3 X MIRRORS • LEAN-BACK SINK

B-STAGE (SOUNDPROOFED WITH GREEN CYC)
DAILY RATES – 10HRS COMMENCING AT CALL TIME (EG.08.00-18.00)
WEEKDAY RATE: £1200
WEEKEND RATES: ADD £400 PER DAY
STUDIO OVERTIME: £120 PER HOUR AFTER 10HRS / £250 PER HOUR AFTER MIDNIGHT
STAGE MANAGER: £40 PER HOUR OUTSIDE 08.00-18.00 / £80 PH MIDNIGHT-7AM, SUNDAYS, HOLIDAYS
STAGE – 48’ X 28’ (14.5M X 9M) • UNDERSIDE OF GRID AT 13’6” (4.1M) • SOUNDPROOFED
CYCLORAMA – CHROMAKEY GREEN • U-SHAPED • COVED TOP AND BOTTOM
PRODUCTION OFFICE – DESK • SOFA • WI-FI
WARDROBE ROOM – FULL LENGTH MIRROR • CLOTHES RAIL • IRON & IRONING BOARD
MAKE UP ROOM – 2 X MIRRORS • LEAN-BACK SINK

PRE-LIT CYCLORAMAS
THE CYCS OF BOTH STAGES ARE PRE-LIT WITH DIMMABLE CYCLIGHTS AND SKYPANELS:
A-STAGE (8 X ARRI S60RP SKYPANEL (3200/5600K) / 10 X LIGHTFLO 8X4' LED/VW): £1250
B-STAGE (4 X ARRI S60RP SKYPANEL (3200/5600K) / 08 X LIGHTFLO 8X4' LED/VW): £600

PAINT
WE DO NOT FRESHLY PAINT THE FLOOR AFTER EVERY JOB. IF YOU DO NEED THE FLOOR TO BE PAINTED, THEN RESPECTIVE COSTS TO PAINT THE FLOOR AREA OF THE CYCS ARE:
A-STAGE (WHITE): £325
B-STAGE (GREEN): £275
PLEASE GIVE US A CALL FOR INFORMATION REGARDING OTHER PAINTING REQUIREMENTS.

CATERING
BREAKFAST & LUNCH: £40 PER HEAD, INCLUDING TEA & COFFEE – SERVED ALL DAY
PRE 7AM SUPPLEMENT: £100 / SUNDAY SUPPLEMENT: £250
PORTER SUPPLEMENT FOR 35+ COVERS: £80
TEA & COFFEE – IF NO OTHER CATERING: £75 PER DAY

INTERNET
1GB UP/DOWN - DEDICATED FIBRE SERVICE - NO CHARGE

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT & CATERING MUST BE BOOKED THROUGH US PLEASE
WE WILL REQUIRE A DEPOSIT & 75% ADVANCE PAYMENT OF ANY INITIAL AGREED COST
PLEASE LET US HAVE ANY SPECIAL DIETARY REQUIREMENTS FOR CATERING